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ant is c1 Then the flow attitude is defined by the ve-
.–2– “-.

locity components We, ” u. “= rti”-”and. “uq and the induced

additive velocity c’ .
T

(Fig. 3.) .

If the axis of rotation is parallel to the direction
- of flow, that is, Uq = O and w= Wo, the corresponding

WI Ulo
induced additive velocities would be -& , –Z-

Cl.
and ~—.

,

Simultaneously it is assumed in accord with the gei;eral
propeller theory that the indnced velocities at infinity be-
hind the plane of the blade attain to twice the value even 7
in the case of propeller in yaw, or in other words, that #
the small frictional losses on the blades and the jet con-
traction and autorotation of the propeller slipstream are
neglected.

In agreement with the airfoil theory (fig. 3) the
thrust and the tangential force of a blade element at the
point (r, 8), relative to area rd~dr, are:

Ca V2Ztp ~- sin ~!
[

1————— 1-C drdJ
z; tan /3!

2
Ca-– Ztp ‘2- sin ~! ‘1 + ––~–– 1 drd ~
21-I [ tan F!

(1)

(2)

wlhere zt = total blade width at radius r, v = effective
air flow velocity, ~! = induced pitch angle, Ca = lift
coefficient and c = lift-drag. ratio (for infinite span) of
the element.

According to Figure 3: w;

W. +-g
sin PI = —..————

. v

and - *I”’

tan El =
WO+3. 1’—-————— ..——— _ ——_—__ ——.-—————— -

‘o
_;I_

‘%2
u~_ + u —–L–xk—:.-

‘0 + ~; ~ W. ~–+7

2
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and

yields

wherein

‘o
~!

‘o + -2-

U?

u---
0 2

--—-———

w
Wf

0 + -2–

‘q = ‘o tan q sin 8 = wok,

tan ~1 = A-———————- .——
q!~x + ~lak

(R e outside radius) and. A

, (3)

(4)

ficient of propeller advance referred to the axial inflow
velocity and v is approximately replaced by the undis-
turbed. relative velocity c (assuming ~-~ small with re-

spect to c (fig. 3); ~’ and qt. correspond to the
theoretical and the total ?nduced efficiency* of the blade
element in the propeller theory.

Tlie additive tangential velocity
‘q

changes the. ef-
fective angle of air flow of the element i %y the amount
Ai. Accordingly its lift coefficient is

dc

Ca = Cao -i-Ai –d–i~

Expressing

dca
——-
di=~~~=p——- (i in radians)
Cao Cao

————————————— -——————— .-———————————..-———_—_———_— ______ _______
* The formulas and concepts used, and presumed as known, are .
from Bienen and v. Karmanls. report: On the Theory 0$ Pro-
pellers, V,D,I., 1924, p. 1237.
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gives
--- .. .

‘a = Ca [1
o

Malting due allowance for

+p Ai] (7)

the last relations in equa-

tioils
W2

(1) and (2) we have, with p -Zs = qo:

which leaves the change in angle of air flo~ Ai relative
to V* relative to the position of the blade element in the
plane of the propeller and relative to the characteristic of
the blade profile. According to Figure 3:

or, wheil replaciag the small angle differences by sine
v,2in e.s: w

C’. % –~
Ai . –––– + –––~– - ~~

2 co co (8,)

The induced velocity c,! can be defined by the momen-
tum theory, wher.,ebyt~ie small frictional losses, the jet
coi~traction and the autorotation of the vortex system are
disre~arded. T~e velocity in point (r,S) is visualized as
symmetrically distributed on the periphery and we wri$e:

~A = Ca v’ ~1
(1.+ p Ai) ztdrp ~ = p%rrdr(wo + ~–)cl

o

aild for the case of the propeller in axial flow of velocity
wo with equal angular velocity m:

2 WI
v-

dAo = Ca ztdrp -ZQ = p2nrdr (w. -i-
0

+) Cfo

A&ain v and v are replaced by c and ‘co, so
that these two equati~ns finally become

. .
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c1
--— = (1 + pAi) & “ b,cto

=0

(9)”

where
W’.

+wo -;-
b= -——- ————

w’W. + ——
2,,

L{/}?.([i-:)
Then , equations (8) and (9) eencede:

C’.:d!2-__&b. l
Ai= Cco (2 co co )———————— .———— ,.————— ——— -

c~o c
l+p ——— —— b

2~co

According to Figure 3:

Co=~+U2Q=R_

a~:d, %y approximation:

u
‘q #

c—— = 1-1- 0 = 1 +- k~–––~––– ~———.——
co X2 + L2co

c0=—- ‘-’l-
C

k i–––-x–.––,
X2+ A2

2
which is equj.valent to neglecting the terms with k, a~~d
k = ta:.?9 sine 8 <1, or better taa v<.1 . In additioi~:

Cl. ..
_—— v-
2C0

tan (P’. !3.)

‘WI

+0‘o ———
2 ‘o——-.—.-——— - —---

Ulo U.
‘o - ‘—~-
_——————————— -----

W. + ~:Q w

1 + ––––––~– –-Q–
Uo - U’o .0——

2
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u~o
‘o - —~- V70
————-——— —=

W’o ‘o
+‘o -~—

.C I
o-—- = (1

2 co
- ~i) A–-–#~-––~

~iX + h

7

(11)

here qi = induced efficiency of the blade element at radi-

us r of propeller in axial air flow of w. velocity.

Now equation (10) becomes:

k La——._— ( ~+~,) - (1-17i)h--------~ [~1-~ &#--2) b-l]l-kk––Z––
X2+ h?’ ~iX + h \ X+h

~i .––– ———————— _____________________ _________________________

l+p(l-’ql) b
(
l+kA-–~––

>

x—————
X2+ A2 X2+ AZ

(lo’)

The determination of b is obtained from Figure 4,

wilere c1 is geometrically divided into 5> // Z;Q
T

and

cl

~ c1--2– __ because:
2 2

+
w!
—-

1 ‘o 2=——
% WfoW. +

——
2

T?’
W. + -2A
—--— -..———

+ W’,.
Wo -—

2

w!
———

i- 22———. ———
w o+ W’o

-—
2

WI

Jo .++.
———______

Ct
and - N -~~

2
we, may put

w o+ W!.
——-
2

~-. —– -

c + —— -
0 2= ————————

+C’o
co --–

2

—
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and

~! Wf , .,..
._ . Q
22

~i .=O + 2-.--- —-
2 c

or
~1

2——-

2—————————

w Wlo
0+—=

——

WI
W. + ——

2——- ———-
W’o70 + ___
2

Fina}ly the last equations yield:

W!. 1+
Cto

+W. ~._
~ = zT~--——————= --———————--

W. + w: C’o cl
2 1+ —- -—-

2COC10

(12)

Putt ing b=l in equation (9) and ii = -@-
X2+ k2

in equations (9) and (12) as first approximation from
(lo’), we can define b by means of the first two equa-
tions. The thus obtained b value inserted in (10’) and
the numerator and denominator of the latter developed ac-
cording to k’ and (1 - ‘fIi), in which both quantities may
be considered as being of the same order, then obtains to

y-ha 71ix2+ A2

[
1- k~--=:xz - (l-qt) x’———_— ————— -_—_————— ___ ———_—_

‘i = X2+l.2 ‘fliX2+p(l-~i)~+hz 1~.j-X2
——_—_————————————_—————__————_—————__———————______________

(lo’t) ~

(the terms of the second and higher order being neglect ed..)

For the case of zero l“oad factor of blade element
(or ~i = 1), its change in angle of flow becomes

(lO”’a)

(change in angle after neglecting the induced additive. ve-
locities, which may be expressed as geometrical change in
an~le.)
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1~ But “ drops considerably from
k load ratingA1(f”ig. 5) which indicates

I‘~ change is reduced by :the auto’rota+fon;
ij‘,r, seen that highly loaded propellers are

No. 696 9

this value with the
that the angular
...)?romthis. it_ is
less sensitive to

i)
ii

sideslip. Figure 5 shows, aside from the Ai curves de-
ll
/

fined from (10””)$ those accurately computed according to
il;jr (81), (91) and (~~) at k = ~ ~02 for different Ax as
f parameter versus qir (Ax = coefficient of advance at ra-
[“ dius x) ● It becomes manifest that the exact Ai values
+

\
are subordinate and %“e,comegreater only by higher load rat-
ing.

I

Now it should be of interest. to examine more closely,

i
the distribution of the induced a,dditive velocities due to

.! sideslip Uq. TO this end it is assumed that the angular

change Ai is, in first approximation equal to the geomet-
rical, i.e., to the neglected induced additive velocities

Aig = k A2-————.—

[
1- kA_5_z___

x 2+ k2 x + A21
Then, when expressing the correspoilding velocity com-

poilents as w’s =wl_ Wlo, Uls=ul - U!.

and approximately put:

“s ‘z=% c’s’ “s ‘J-i+-? c’s
I

and

w! = A———— ——- ——-— -——-

0 & “o’ “0‘“Jx.2+-A’
Cto

$)
equation (9) yields:

c1 WI
_& . __a &

Uts

= pk A2——————
c1

0
~lo ;~

x 2+~2
P + “A &F] “a)
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The last equations give a c“lear picture of the distri-
bution of the induced additive velocities in the plane of
the blade due to sideslip. Their ratio to the corresponding
induced velocities of t’he“propeller “in axial air flow, i.e.
when ‘%=*

and w = Wo, diminishes considerably with

the radius after having reached the maximum in the vicinity
of X=A. The distribution over the periphery is in first
approximation conformably to a sine curve.

The total thrust and the torque are scarcely changed
in their mean value by the yawing position of the propeller,
and can be computed according to the usual method of the
proyeller theory. The two values increase in the half of
the plane of the blade where k = tan cp sine 3 is positive
ai:d decrease in the other half, so that the mean value re-
mains practically constant and equal to the propeller in
axial air flow of W. velocity and with the same revolu-
tiOils. On the other hand, the center of gravity of the
thrust is, under these circumstances, no longer in the pro-
peller axis, as result of which a yawing moment perpendicu-
lar to the axis of rotation is set up with respect to the
propeller axis. Simultaneously there is a mean tra.fisverse
force, Perpendicular to the propeller axis, as a result of
the unsymmetrical distribution of the tangential forces over
the periphery.

The position of the resultant thrust which, moreover,
is counted parallel to the propeller axis, is defined by
coordinates of its intersection with the plane of the blade:

2 Ill

{{dSx Rsin$
X. = ——_——__ .————__—-— 1

2n 1
JJds
00

‘n
79 dSxRcos3

Zo=oo —————— _________
2111

J~ ds
1’

(13)

The transverse force components are:

. .
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Qx = j“” dT COS ~
00. .. .. . .. ...

Q= =
“.1.” ~~ ~~

fT-( dT Sin ~ (14)

In equations (11) and (2!), Ti”& and ~fi can be

revla.ced ly their mean values ~a and tii and considered
as being equal to the respective quantities of the propeller
in axial flow (constant over tke.periphery). It is, namely:

WI

T’a +0
=b= ‘o ‘rz--— ——-—.——-

Ta lro + ~:
.-l
G

wherein b becomes smaller or greater than 1, according
to wi.etker k is,~ositive or negative and, for the rest,
devi~.tes only at l~rge k values and in the neighborhood.
of the liub more appreciably from 1. This also holds for

Vi-

Thus the replacement of Ai in
equ.a.tion (10’) reveals that

(l’) and (2’) by

aad )

2Tr 1

~JdTcos$=O
00

i.e:, that the resultant of the thrust intersects the plane
of the blade on the X axis (fig. 1) and that the transverse
force of the propeller lies on the Z. axis. The vectors of
the yawing moment and of the”transverse force therefore coin-
cide with the Z axis.

Developing the other two equations (13) and (14) ,
omitting the small terms of second and higher order and in-
tegrating accoiding to 9 , then results -in:

.— —
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moment of propeller:

[

X2
x~a+~i

x-—————- - Ch —— —____ -1-

X2+ AZ X2+ ~2

1‘i (2~i - 1) X’ - ~ (2~i - 1) X2 + ‘fliAX - CA2~x
+. p )j2_3L– —————--—-————————————..—————————-————--

(X2+ h’)(~ix’+ P(l - qi)l.X + h’)
(15)

wherein S = mean thrust, and the transverse force:

Q. ‘ =. Jr-z-rWL9 f–; R2qo ~ ~ ~
CL

[

x (
x’

Xh
.—— ——— + Clqa+ ~i —--—.—-

)

+

x 2+ A’ X2 -t A.z

Ti
< –– (2~i - 1) X3+ (2~” - 1) x h’

1

2+c TiLx+ ,
+ p f––L––––––––_______–_______________________–_ ~x

(X2 +A2)(~iX2 + P(1 - ~i)AX +A2)

(15)

To make the formulas clearer we insert

cm = M—————— !L-
R2nq R

Cq = -z
R mq

.$

and
2

P
‘o———

qo 2
—= = COS2Q
q 2

w
--

P2

i’
_,

‘.

,;,--

..

.

—.
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II
J

with ~!x = geometrical and L = induced coefficient of

~-d-vance” on peripheral, .ra@ZQ.s x and cm = yawing moment
a-rid

Cq
= transverse force coefficient.

Tk.erefnom follows:

cm = 6sin2q) (15’)

...

Cq = *sin2cp (16’)

where \

---; ;Cazt
o

~1

[“l+A-T5.X Jl+ A~2-c:r+h I ;

--..——. —___—_———————————.—— —

~lx
2A=- A!x ,

(1 - ~~lx)
(
‘A;+ –––––--–-–

~ lx )
———————————————.———————————— -

1

xdx (15”)
l+p(A~ - Ax)+&~’x

2AX - h’

I

(~lx + g ) (Ax’+ ----i;=-~)
2 + L2X

l+c ——————— - +p ———_—__——— -——__—————_———— .-—

I

dx
A fx 1 + p(h’x - Ax) + A&’x

(1:511)

~la dc
Note, that andp=~ (~!a = -d: , i .= an~le

Ca’ C a
of attack of profile in radians) are for infinite span.

The last two equations offer a basis for the examina-
tion of propeller energy and for its dynamic effect under
practically any likely running condition. %

With the present system of coordinates (figs. 1 and 2)
a propeller rotating with velocity w at an angle to its
axis and with angular velocity (J.)is subjected to the follow-
ing forces: a thrust in the Y axis (axis of rotation) con-
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trary to axial, component ‘o’ and a transverse force in the
Z axis in direction of the transverse component ‘q.

of

the velocity of air flow, a torque about the Y axis con-
trary to rotation u (and equal. to the engine torque) and a
yawing moment about the Z axis, both - viewed contrary to
velocity components W. and %o -

in the same effective

direction. Thrust and torque are, as already shown, scarce-
ly dependent upon

x
when the axial component of W. and w

remain constant, an equivalent for the propeller in axial
flow. These two principal forces are readily computed.*

The transverse force like the yawing moment is depend-
ent on the angle of attack of the propeller, in addition to
beins largely interd-ependent with all its parameters, that
is; with the blade form and characteristics of the blade
profiles, the coefficient of advance and loading and its
course over the radius. These quantities being defined in
the design for normal coefficient of advance, the desired
forces are readily obtained by graphic integration from
(15”) and (16”). It is merely necessary to write the
k lx values i,n the respective formulas, which corres~ond to
the propeller load curve corrected with K = f (R(l - x),

sin)~f~, to insure I’finite number of blades.”z, (Refer-
ence 3.) For studies of propellers under operating atti-
tudes at other coefficients of advance, (reference 4)
Trollerfs graphic method for propeller polars is of advan-
Lage. He uses an auxiliary diagram (fig. 6) which shows

Cazt
the –--–– values for different Ax as parameter versus

:;:l;or~:fa= arc. tan ~’x “ The basis of this diagram is

Cazt h’ (hl~ - Ax)-—— = 8TT --––~–s–-–--––--–––––
XR G L’x’ (1 + hxh’x)

from the general propeller theory.

Putting ~~~ = constant, which is acceptable for
di

practically all profiles in t’he usual angle Of attack range,

-————————————————————————————..—————————...—..———————.-—.--—.-——..-—-

*See reports cited here as well as others by Th. V. Bienen,
Th. V. ~:arman and Tb.. Troller.
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1.

I

i

I

I
\

i

\“
~.

*

(%aand tracing
XR ~ corresponding to normal operating atti-

tude in the graph, a straight:.line at slope
. —,.

d
[1

Cazt
--—-
XR dca zt-———___ = -—- ——

dplx di XR

c Zt
can be drawn through this point, on wliich the -~r val-

ue of all other operating attitudes lies. Ilven the exact
~ca= f(~’x)] curves of the respect ivepr.ofiles can be
traced for this purpose into the diagram in the ‘t scale.

=1
Then we define through the intersection of the particular

xx line and the straight line or %:!. curves the cor-
( )

responding P’~ and A’x value. To account for the IIfinite
number of blades” the ordinates of the straight lines and

Cazt
-——— curves are multiplied by factor K= f~R(l - X), Z,XR
sine 13fx], after which the s’ and L’x values corres-
poncl.ingto the given Ax can be ~ead on the abscissa. In
this manner the necessary A’x , Ca,

(
~ < ;:Q

)
and c

values are readily obtainable for any operating attitude.

An example will illustrate the magnitude of the yawing
moment and transverse force with a certain propeller as
well as the shortest method of calculation:

The dimensions of a propeller for a high-speed airplane
are:

Outside diameter D= 2.50 m
Mean load factor a = 0.20
Normal coefficient of
advance h = 0.312 g2 “4?W

Froduced thrust s=290kg “
At flight altitude H= 3,000 m
With flight speed W = 29P k~/h ~,$~~c,>,,,;’:,;-:.
Engine power”, sea levpl ~ = 656 @
Revolutions b = 1,980 r.p.m.

.,
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The propeller was designed according to the Bienen-
vi Karrnan method under the assumption of optimum thrust
grading with a view to friction and finite blade number.
The blade profile characteristics, constant across the
whole radius, are:

dc Cla
Ca = 0.80, __._.= 4.9, P = —. = 6.10,

Ca
c = 0.02

TABLE 1.

--+

k x=r/R-

Cazt(m)

.28

.394

1.115

1.290

.0295

.0975

.180

1.43

1.53

.36

.400

.866

.991

.0470

.0950

.175

:.11

1.175

3.10 13.95

.037

.0196

.OWO

.564

.893

1.107

3.34

.027

.040

.031

.0910

.570

.695

.854

3.34

.027

.0365~ .0545

.0900; .0885
I

.48

.400

.650

.740

.0775

.0880

.180

.60

.359

.520

.589

.100

.0740

.170

I
.834 ~ .666

I
.879 .700

3.60 ,12.95

.039 j .037
I

.0305 .0672

-i---

.0845 .0720

.558 .476

.521 j .417

.630 .500

3.43 ~ 3.96

.023 \ .020

.0945 ‘ .123

.0830 ~ .0705

.72

.288

.433

.488

.111

.0560

.153

.555

.585

11.53

.033

.0772

.0555

.378

.347

.421

4.0

.020

.139

.0550

.905 !‘;@
~

!
.158 j

.345

.382

.090

.0285

.0!383

.442

.463

0.95

,031

.0620

.0280

.210

.276

.328

4.0

.02U

.117

.0290

.063

.043

.079

,.L
1“

.0685 “

9

.066

.064
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Table I demonstrates a suitable ,calculat ion scheme.
Tile.calculation was”also made for other operating attitudes
(,Al.= 0.25 and AZ =“ 0.40).” It is seen that whereas the
coefficient of the transverse force changes very little”’
with the operating attitude, that of the yawing moment in-
creases considerably at small coefficients of advance.

For the normal k = Oe312

cm = 0.063 sin 2 (p “

and

cq’= 0.0685 sin 2 v

or .a yawing moment

M = I?’nq cm = 39 kg/m

and a transverse force

Q= Ravq Cq = 34 kg

for tp = 10° and the prescribed operatin~ coudi.tions of the
propeller. ‘

The thrust is shifted along axis X by the fraction
of radius

Xo=:–= 13.5 per cent

and the ratio of transverse force. to thrust is

*= 11.7 per ceilt

For comparison we have compiled in Tables II, III, and 1~,
and in Figures 7 and 8 the results of the experiments (ref-
erence 5) made in the .National F“hysical Labqratory$ together
with figures obtained from equations (16’) and ,6&6”).
The model was a four-blade propeller with ~ = O.W m diam-
eter and normal coefficient of advance L =:0,235 and o =
0.365 load rating.” Blade width, profile characteristics
and coefficient of advance over the radius are given in
Table II.
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TABLE I-I.

x = r/R——————.—-

cazt (m)

(;%-,&

Ax

:lX

,$@

P
rLi.,.,,

~c,

‘:’’J-’’-”(’——
dx

—————————

cazt (m)

Ax

~!
x

P.

c

d+———
dx

-———————— .

cazt (m)
_’>7 -.

Ax -

hi
x
P
B

.> i=,..<

c,

iv——-
dx

———-————

.15——— .-—~-

.108
,7~:

1.568
,:.....-.

2.05
~L$,

3.50
:.-,./,:

.060

.077
-——————

.————— —.

+yt ‘L
-—————.

.30-———— --
.1

.:17
,CL.

.?84
3 !./

“Y=2:.,2

4.75
+ , :~

.042
.: \\ - .~‘..

.097
-—————-

.0690

1.00

1.102

8.05

.056

.093
.——.——----

.164
/, ~ <1

. 60

. 779

3T39
+, .; J

,Q59

.1055

~yJ;’@
.——.-_ —— -

. 60.—--———— —

.,;l:

.392

.470
:,’..~,:B

6.50
+,~~

.032

.086
———————

.0695

.50

● 543

10.55

.037

.087
-———-.——.

.151
/,,,,.

.30

b4075
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TABLE 111.

————————————————————————.~_._._——

V“——————————————————.——
Calculated~ = 0.235

Measured

__——__ _______________ ___

‘1
5.——— —————,

c?
.01,26

h .244

cO .0136

TABLE ~.V

.—.-————..——-.

—————.
10 I

————— 1

.0248 ~

.226

.0246

.-——.———

———.-—.

15—————-

.0362

.222

.0356

+—————.

-————-

20————— -

.0466

.217

.0470

-————=

19

2s-——————

.0556

.213

.0i87

——-———————
T

~ ; l-~ ‘F
,565- j ,73? ,?+s

k .18 1 .235 30
Calculated :,‘.~,$,, .080 .0725 :~#o

.-.- -232— :L--—— ...-———- .-

~h .150 .171 .187 .203 .226 .247 .27’8 .292
Measured at ‘T = 10 ~ .0955 .08601.0815.0755 .0720 .0’705.0570 .0730

The comparison shows close agreement between our for-
mulas and the experimental data. Table III and Figure 7
show the Cu values for h = 0.235. Although the measure-
ments did not exactly obtain to this figure for l., it
nevertheless was not necessary to correct the data, because
the coefficient of transverse force in this range is prac-
tically unaffected by ~. (Fig. 8). When it is noted that
our experiments were confined to small k values (tan~ e 1)
the ambit of agreement appears abundant, the more so, since
according to Tigure 7, the discrepancies of the theoretical
curve from the true attitude will not be a%norma.lly large
even above ~ = 250.

The calculated and measured ~ values for variable
coefficient of advarice A are compiled in Ta”ble IV.. The ~
values determined from (16”) were arrived at from the data
in Table II and Figure 6, whereas the test data were extra-
polated conformably to (16’ ).. These data are plotted
a.~atiti 1. in I’igure 8 on the theoretically L.efined points.

The load curve a = –.S–– evaluated from the measurements
R nq

— .
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is also given” fo-r “comparison.

It is manifest that the change in proportionality fac-
tor ~ of the transverse force for a given propeller of
stated shape and dimensions with X is insignificant, as
moreover, is readily seen from (15[’) and (16”). For
certain propeller dimensions the lift coefficient of the
blade profiles becomes lower ly increased A , and p=

Cla

—c—a— correspondingly greater and vice versa. It follows

from this, that when disregarding the inferior effect of

the change in c A’*,and
7;

the proportionality factor @

of the yawing moment decreases as ~ increases, whereas
that of q remains practically constant. This fact is
very significant when noting that the increase in A is
followed by a lower propeller-load factor (fig. 8) and by
a mar’kedly higher ratio of transverse force to thrust.

The very fact that
Cq

does not “change with the co-
efficient of advance and consequently with the flight
speed, makes it possible to demonstrate the effect of the
yawing propeller on the stability of the airplane very
clearly.

Assume, in place of the propeller, an airfoil of sym-
metrical profile is rotatably disposed about the propeller
axis, that is, in such a way as to be able to automatically
assume a setting perpendicular to the ,YZ plane (propeller
axis - flight direction), and in the XY plane. Then the
transverse force of the propeller can be replaced by the
lift of this airfoil, provided this lift is always counted I
perpendicular to the propeller axis. For normal profiles
in the usual range of angles, a fairly close approximation
g“ives the ,lif’tcoefficient as

Ca = u sin 2 ~ (a = constant)

with cp = angle of attack, figured from the (ca = O) line.
After approximating the usual geometrical profiles at a.

2, the magnitude of this area (lift = transverse force) is

and the transverse force (lift):

Q=cafqq

I
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Expressed in this form the term lends itself readily
for. use in the stability equations.

.... ,.,

Now in order to justify any general remarks ab~ut the
behavior of a propeller in yaw the terms {15”) and (16”)
must be rid of the propeller dimensions (zt and R).
This is accomplished by means~of equation (l),, which,
transformed reads:

ds c~zt 1 + Lax 1 - <h.. -
u ————--— ——-— -—-——.— .———- ——

‘2rndr q = 2rTr ha
x <1 + k?:

or (la)

The last equation, written in (15”) and (15’i),
leaves it dependent only on ax and Ax and an

(p = ~c$ and C).

\
NOW it is readily apparent that the @ and ~ values

increase with Ax for constant Ox and profile character-

and (P = c’a and ~ ). In other words, the ratio of~theistics

Cq cm values to ax increases enormously with x
under these circumstances. By constant Ax and variable
propeller loadings this ratio varies only slightly with the
load rating and shows rather a tendency to drop at its in-.
crease.

Tor the first approximation of the propeller force an
older formula of the author can he used. To integrate
equation (14) over the radius the blade num-oer was assumed
infinite and the total %lade width expressed by

as function of the radius, which is equivalent to the “load
distribut~op

1- ‘fli X2
(3X=4 —————— ——————-

mamixa’+h~

I — — —
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Cfo W’. u-~a’
——. — = —— -- = — replaced equation (11) and ‘r10
2 cfJ 2uox 77a

aild ~i were kept as constant acros”s the radius. The ap-

proximation formula reads

+ <’q (2+harctan~+a\

and

The mean efficiencies can ‘ce determined from

2
m~= ——— ——— ———..

l+ J1+O

Ti = 1+/%---$’-”’9-—_——-_———

(17)

~it~l (S = mean load rating,
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For the example in question the formula yields
m ,,. -- .-., ,.. .

,

!

1, . . .

I

.,.

91 = 0.223

I
or

For q “= 10° angle of attack of propeller it is ~!. = 7.8

per cent. against the more exact value of 11.7 per cent.

RESUME

The theoretical analysis reveals that a propeller in
yaw is subject to axial thrust and torque and in addition
to a transverse force and a yawing moment. The transverse
force subtends the axis in the plane defined by it and the
airflow direction, and acts in direction of” the sideslip

component
‘qo “

The force couple corresponding to the yawing

moment lies in the plane through the propeller axis and a
perpendicular to this and the direction of flow, and acts,
when viewed opposite to the axial and transverse velocity
component , in the inverse direction of the propeller rota-
tion. For lightly loaded’ propellers with high coefficient
of advance, that is, in high-speed airplanes, these forces
can be comparatively great, and thereby affect appreciably
the airplane stability and flight conditions during climb
and banking.

The transverse force may be assumed replaced by the
lift of an airfoil disposed perpendicular to the flow di-

(ca = ●O) liae is “coincident with the propeller axis.
This representation reveals very clearly the relation be-
tween the transverse force of the propeller and the effect
of the tail surfaces and their effect’ on the stability of
the airplane.

This effect is particularly important in airplanes

I .
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with propellers mounted far ahead (or back) of the center
of gravity. The computed axial thrust and torque undergo
no perceptible change in mean value for the propeller in
yaw, although its variation about the mean value which is
of the order of magnitude of the transverse force and syn-
chronized with the rotative speed, may induce dangerous
blade flutter as well as vibrations in the whole propeller-
engine unit.

II. EXPERIMENTS ON THE EFFECT OF THE SLIPSTREAM

ON THR CONTROL SYSTEM OF AN AIRPLANE

Part I of this report describes the phenomena produced
in the plane of the %lade as result of the yaw of the pro-
peller against the flow and relative flight direction. It
was proved that thereby the air forces acting on the propel-
ler can momentarily be changed materially.

Accordingly the flow pattern aft of the propeller will
also be different, so that the air forces on the parts of
the airplane withiil the slipstream can be appreciably af-
fected. Ordinarily the mean direction of the developed
slipstream, even apart from the spiral, deviates from the
flow direction and alters, above all, the effe-ctive mean
flow a-ngle of the affected surfaces. But the flow picture
is very complex and not very readily amenable to analysis.

So in Order to obtain a clear picture of the slipstream
form andparticularly of its influence on the controls, we
explored the flow behind the propeller and its effect on a
fin l)y experiment.

1. Test Arrangement and Method

The experiments were made on the propeller torque
stand in the wind tunnel of the Aachen Aerodynamic Institute.

The model propeller (D = 0.40 m diameter, fig. 9) was
driven from an electric motor mounted on a post rotatable
about two mutually perpendicular axes (figs. .10 and 11).
The propeller axis was turned in the vertical plaue against
the flow direction. To minimize flow disturbances, we re-
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sorted to fairings. (See fig. 10. ) The propel lerrevolu-
tfons”were record.ed.by ‘s~roboscope. The thrust was recorded
in axial dire’ction’hy a suitable diaphragm or thrust meter-
ing box. The instrument for recording the speed in magni-
tude and direction is shown in I?igures 12 and 13. The stat-
ic pressure gau~e A is rotatable about two mutually per-
pendicular, axes meeting in the test point, so that the. po-
sition of the test point remains unchanged.. The opposite
static tubes of the instrument are connected to U tubes
3. When the axis of the static pressure gauge is coincident
wit’h the velocity direction t’he static pressures in one pair
of tubes equal that in the other pair. Then, when the U
tu’oes are set to zero, by turning t“he instrume~l”t, the ailgles
formed by the air velocity with two mutually su%tended
plaues can be read on disk C and plate D which are
marked off in degrees and vernier division. The zero posi-
tion o~ both degree divisions is determined in the same nay
by stopped propeller. The sensitivity of the test appara-
tus for angle changes cari be regulated as desired by using
more or less sloping U tu%es . I’or speed quantity measure-
ments the inner, shielded tube is connected with. one of the
outside to a manometer.

For investigating the slipstream effect on a &iilg
within its range, a fin with symmetrical profile of 600 mm
span , 200 rem chord and 20 mm thickness was horizontally sus-
pended on the test balance, so that the leading edge of the
fiil intersected the propeller axis at right angle, 1.10 m
distant from the plane of the blade. Tl~e air loads on the
fin were measured with su”itable diaphragm boxes.

The measurements were made for different angles of at-
tack cf the propeller axis against the air flow direction,
.z.e., Q = Oo, 50, 10o and 150, constant n = 2,500 r.p.m.
and two air flow velocities corresponding to q= 7.5 and
15 kg/m 2 dynamic pressure, the axis being turned in the
vertical plane. Magnitude and direction of the velocity in
the slipstream was measured with the a%ove described instru-
ment in three successive cross sections parallel to the
plane Of rotation at z = 0.11, 0.58 and 1.16 m-distance
from the latter, that is, along one axis lying in the ver-
tical plane and one perpendicular to this in the stream
center. The instrument was carried i,n.these two directions,
as seen “in Figure 14, and was adjustable parallel tothe
flow direction by means of a tube. The center of the
stream could be accurately defined with> the static pressure
gau.ge, because of its quick reaction to the sudden direc-
tional changes in velocity in this point. When the instru-
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sent” in the center itself is set parallel to the vortex axis,
the manometer columns return to zero setting for reasons of
s-ymnetry and give very severe deflectioils even when only
minutely displaced from its position.

2, Results of Tests

The primary o’eject of the measurements was to Cain an
iasi~>.t into the form of flow behind a propeller. The re-
sults are shown in I’igures 15 and 16 for two running coildi-
tiOilS. The velocities parallel to the stream center line
are plotted a~ainst the distance fror. the stream,center.
The center line is defined “OY the cerlter points in the in-
dividual cross sections and shows at the same time the meail
direction of the propeller slipstream. The slipstream re-
rnail?s, i~denendent from, the angle of attack of the propeller,
a.pproxir~ately .c~rlindrical , and its boundary witlh th~ dis-
t~~ice from the plane of-the blade becomes only little in-
tlistiilctbecause of friction. The jet contraction is only
sli~:ktly perceptible directly behind the propeller, after
vh icb. t.?:eslipstream. slightly diverges again.

The air sp’eed.in the plane of the blade is the result-
a:~t of inflow and induced velocity. As shown in Part I,
the air forces of the blade elements and as a result tLere-
of tY.e induced as well as the total velocities for the pro-
peller in yaw are unsymri)etrically distributed over the pe-
ripher~?. The phase of this distribution is shifted by the
autorotation of tlie vortex system wit-h the distance from
tfie plane of the blade in relation to the radius and rate
of slipstream rotation in the direction of rotation of the
propeller. This likewise alters the velocity distribution
across the radius with respect to the distance from the
plane of the blade.

‘T’hemean direction of the slipstream is defined a.s fol-
lows: the propeller experiences, aside from the mean axial
t~lrust (leaving out the torque), a force component per~cen-
dicular to this, which in the present case is upward. in t’he
vertical plane. Accordingly the air quailtity traversing
the plane of the blade is accelerated in both force direc-
tions. The resultant mean, air speed. in the slipstream is
therefore geometrically cor,posed of the additive velocities
correspondin~ to air flow velocity and the cited forces.
I?igure 17; the slipstream direction is graphically shown
for botil running conditions with the respective q .= 50,
10° and 15°.
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Ill/:

L The transverse force for the model, computed according
‘=t-o-=th-e.knownrn.ethod,was1

j;

-&L- s “0.125 sin 2 ~
‘q = R nq

h The mean induced additive velocity corresponding to the
thrust was taken from the measurements in cross section
z = 0.11 m behind the propeller, wherehy

!:9 = Cq--
W’5 0

●

for the other velocity component.

I?or v = 5° the thus defined mean slipstream direc-
tion is in close agreement with the test data. With cp =
100 the measured angle between mean slipstream and air-
flow direction is somewhat smaller, and with ~ = 150 j.t
differs considerably from the calculated value.

This discrepancy is due to the following: calculation
did not allow for the fact that the propeller slipstream,
when obliquely flowing into the main stream, is surrounded
by the enveloping fluid. (Fig. 18. ) Now there is a pres-
sure difference on the area of discontinuity because of the
probable vortex separation on the downstream side, which
deflects the slipstream toward the air-flow direction.
This effect is however, insignificant except at unduly
large cp , so that in this range the mean slipstream direc-
tion can be quite closely approximated by the above method.

With the same working cond-itions of the propeller we
then investigated experimentally the effect of the slip-
stream on the air forces directly on a fin w’ith symmetrical
profile (span: 600 mm, chord: 200 mm, thickness 20 mm),
which, conformably to the horizontal tail unit, was ‘placed
horizontally about 1.10 mbehind the plane “of“the”blade, so
that its leading edge met the propeller axis.

D
Figure 19 shows the test data for the two operating

attitudes with different ~ as parameter in the Ca =’ f(a.f)
diagrams, Ca %“eing the lift coefficient referred to total
fin area and air-flow velocity, and af the angle of attack
of the fin. When the prgpeller axis is parallel to the air-

lLmmmnn,,,,,,,, I- -.
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flow direction the slipstream also is axial and the fin is
in its center’. Its angle of attack, because of the slip-
stream rotation, increases on one side and.”decrea.ses on the”
other in the same measure. The result is anunsymmetrical
lift distribution (reference 6) about the longitudinal axis’
which is opposite to the propeller torque and lalances it -.
in part. !Che mean lift however, remains about the same as
if there were no rotation in the slipstream, and it may be
considered as %eing dependent on the axial velocity only in
this case, i.e., that the fin loadin~ increases with the in-
duced axial velocity and the load rating of the propeller.
But ordinarily, when the propeller axis slopes toward. the
flow direction, the mean rate of advance in the propeller
sli~!stream also deviates from this direction, and thereby
c’hal~ges (that is, decreases) the effective mean angle of
attack of the fin. On tbp of that, as (p increases the
fin emerges more and. more from without the slipstream, so
th.>t ifiour case it is no longer in contact with it when
g =15°. (Tigs. 15 and 16. )

Based upon this reasoning the conditions may be brief-
ly summed up as follows: when the Fropeller axis is paral-
lel to the direction of flow the lift of the fin is in-
creased by the increment of the rate of advance in the pro-
peller slipstream. Turning the pro~~eller out of this posi-
tion, the lift then deviates from tilis value, partly be-
cause of the decreased effective mean angle of attack of
the fin and partly as result of the emergence of the fin
from within the railge of the higher velocities. In Figure
19 this is so displayed that tk.e rise of the lift curves

Ca = f(af) decreases with cp while simultaneously bein~;

shifted parallel to the axis of the abscissa.

Another diagram traced by meaos of the Cca = f(a:F)l
dia~ram in Figure 19, is Figure 20, which shows the lift
coefficient of the fin versv-s q for different fin dis-
placements with respect. to the propeller axis afo as

parameter. Here the rise of the ~~a = f(Q)] is seen to
increase with the load rating of tile propeller, i.e. , that
the effect of the velocity increase in the propeller slip-
stream predominates.

Any calculation of the air loads of a blade surface
within the slipstream must first of all make due allowailce
for unsymmetrical velocity distribution and limited ranze
of higher velocities, that is, of the same order of magni-
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tude as the dimensions of the surface. In addition, the
mean velocity far.behind the propeller is lower because of
the friction and--its distribution is alter.e.d~.,For parallel
position of propeller axis to direction of flow, the ratio
of the mean additive velocities at distance 0.11 m and. 1.16
m behind the plane of the %lade is = 1.25 for A = 0.213
and = 1.14 for A = 0.300. The fact that the velocity dis-
tribution far behind is altogether different from that in

the plane of. the plate and load distribution: (see figs. 15
and 16) renders it, moreover, difficult to find the inter-
de-pei~.deilce between propeller loadin~; and control surfaces.
Computing the lift of the fin according to

A = Ca ; tdxp ~f
“o (18)

where w = velocity far behind the propeller, yields abnor-
mally high figures.

The ratio of mean velocity of advance in the slipstream
far beilind the plane of the blade to the undisturbed. flow
velocity is by approximation according to the propeller
theory:

--IJ=JT+(J

( 0 = mean load factor of propeller. ) with the lift pro- .
portio;lal to the square of the speed and the measured value
for 0 , equation

yields

for L =
“a_

0.213 - –-–– I2.05‘ao ,“
0.30 - 1 1.42

“wh’erein ca = lift coefficient of a supporting surface in
o

uildisturbed flow and Ca in the slipstream, both referred
to the undisturbed flow vel~city.
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When extrapolating the Ca values from the plot in
Yigure 19, which are referred to the total fin area It=
600 X 200 mm, according to

I Ca -(t- D)cao——-————————_—..——
Cal = D

(D = propeller diameter) , the measurements yield” with

A 0.213

0.30

c

aL——
co

1.55

1.24

Here the discrepancy between the theoretical and the
experimental ca values is markedly pronounced.. It is
largely due to the lower mean velocity in the slipstream as
result of the friction, because, when we substitute for w
the mean velocity measured (on the fin) in the cross section
1.16 m distant from the plane of the plate, al~d when. we com-
pute the corresponding Ca values according to (18), we
have with

~ = ‘0.213 - ;;-= 1953

10.30 - 0 1.20

.
This shows that the air loads on a supporting surface

within the slipstream are in close approximation proportion-
al to the square of the mean velocity (referred. to pronel-
ler dLtsk .are~) at the ~artiCular ~oint. However, this-ve-
locity is severely slowed up hy the air friction and very
differently from the theoretical, defined according to tile
usual propeller theory, wb.ich makes ma.t-nerna.ticalanalysis
of the forces difficult. .

The effect of change of flow direction in the slip-
stre~.m is, as I?igure 19 reveals, i~.verse.

Assuming the angle between flow and mean slipstream
direction as proportional to ~ , that is:

Y =ky
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‘the effe”cti~e””mean angle of attack of the fin is:

e ,.
a“e=q)-y-af= (l- k)cp-af

o 0

and by constant velocity:
/

Ca = constant, ae
= constant [(1 ~ k)v - af ~

o

The rise” of the ca ((p) curves is therefore diminished by
the slipstream deflection in the ratio of (1 - k). The
emergence of the fin from without the slipstream acts in the
same sense. .

On the basis of the last diagram (fig. 20) it can
fiilally be ascertained that the stability of the airplane
is increased by the effect of the free slipstream on the
horizontal tail surfaces and that this effect grows with
the load rating of the propeller.

SUMMARY

The quantity of air which the d,isnkarea described by
propeller blades travels through, is accelerated rearward
conformably to the momentum of the forces acting on the pro-
peller. This accelerated air mass forms behind the propel-
ler the so-called slipstream, in whit’h among others, the
mean velocity of advance is increased.

If the propeller axis slopes toward the relative flight
direction, the slipstream direction likewise changes, i.e.,
it sets up a downwash behind the propeller. It was shown.
how this deviation” can be matheriiatically defined. The cal-
culation is ii~ close agreement with the experimental data
except for abnormal slope of”propeller. axis to air flow d.i-
rectioil; with kippreciable slope the momentum of the slip-
stream is partially split up in the surrounding air because
of tk.e circulation, and the downwash of tk.e slipstream is
diminished.

. A control surface attached behind the propeller finds
itself in the range of iligliervelocities and downwash by
the yaw of the propeller, which increases with the slope.
The effect of the velocity increase is much more pronounced
than that of the downwash, as a result of which the dynamic
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effect of a horizontal tail Eroup in the slipstream is
thereby increased..

The deflection of the slipstream from the air-flow d-i-
rection can, at least for. small yaw, be determined from the
running conditions of the propeller. But the effect of
speed increase cannot le resolved with the conventional
methods of airfoil theory, because the flow is very differ-
ent from the uniform potential flow. Besides, the velocity
in the slipstream i~ not only slowe’d up by the friction,
but its distribution also is totally different at the ~lace
of the attached surface from that in the plane of the blade
and the thrust’ grading, as result of the c<oiling.up of the
spiral vortex surfaces.

According to the formula

1

Where w is, as before, the velocity far to the rear
o,f the plafie of the Blade, the lift of a surface placed in
the slipstream is too hi~h. To insure the exact amount due
account must be taken of this quoted slowing up and differ-
eilt velocity distribution on the surface together with the
fact t~lat the range of the higher velocities is of the same
order of magnitude as the dimensions of the control surface.

The effect of the slipstream on the control surfaces
and through it on the stability of the airplane can become
comparatively great especially with highly loaded propellers,
a fact w’hic’hmust be borne in mind in exact investigations
of flight conditions and stal~ility of airplanes. The exact
determination Of this effect is impossible until all the
cited flow phenomenq in the propeller slipstream are amena-
b:Le to more precise theoretical and experimental analysis.

Translation by J. Vanier,
.

Xational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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